ACROSS

1 Enough ____!
5 Crazy about
9 Lose patience
10 Hands up?
11 Norwegian ruler
12 Swamp critter
13 Murder
15 Certain peg
16 On two sides
22 AD 802,701 species with the Morlocks
23 Hookups
24 Old fiddler
25 Steinbeck roamer
26 First family locale
27 “The end is _____”, correct placard?

DOWN

1 Greek colonade
2 Feels poorly
3 Gershwin’s savings?
4 Total ruin
5 Burner
6 Nick’s wife
7 On a ____
8 Fairy tale start
14 Get
16 _____ decessit
17 “_____ three lives”
18 Learning
19 Identical
20 Fisher role
21 European river